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postemergent control also. This means that if
crabgrass has already germinated, our application will kill it.
Can I seed?
Our crabgrass control is designed to stop the
germination of grass. It cannot distinguish between crabgrass and desirable grass. If you
want to seed, it is recommended that you aggressively scratch up the soil to break our
crabgrass control barrier. Adding a layer of
fresh top soil to the area you scratched up is also
recommended. If you had areas that were obviously seeded, rest assured that we placed a starter fertilizer on those areas and kept the
crabgrass control off.

We could use your help! If you are
satisfied with our service, please tell
your friends and neighbors. We
still have some openings on our
routes and would appreciate any
referrals you send to us.
If you are not satisfied with our service please call us so we can correct
any problems.

